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felt obliged to write an article about it for the New Statesman
on Sunday instead of taking a holiday.
On Sunday night we went to a very good party at Mrs. Ralph
Hammersley's, where 2 good playlets were performed, the food
was good, and there was dancing afterwards. All was for the
best at this party. Last night Heinemanns gave a dinner to
introduce their new partner, Page, to British authors. There
were about 35 people. I sat between Pinero and Sir Francis
Fuller. Hall Caine made a prodigiously idiotic speech, in which
incidentally he proved that he was responsible for the choice of
Page's father as U.S. ambassador to England. Page made an
excellent speech. Lately, thanks to yeast, I have been sleeping
immensely better.
London, Wednesday, March 30th.
I went to Beaverbrook's on Saturday morning and returned
yesterday morning. The MacKennas were there. Much duet-
playing between her and me. Also Lady B.'s sister, Helen
Drury, with whom I became very friendly. On Monday Freddie
Guest brought over a party of 7, including Lady Belper, the
celebrated and beautiful Mrs. Norton, and Lois Sturt, daughter
of Lord Alington, rather distinguished. We had a great dancing
evening.
London, Sunday, April ijth.
I was too much worried with " The Wedding Dress " film to
write anything here. I finished the entirely new version of
the film to-day, 27,400 words, and feel relieved.
During M.'s absence in France and Italy I have been doing
a lot of dancing—3 dances a week, and going to bed late, and
with results on the whole good.
London, Tuesday, April igth.
I. finished Strachey's "Queen Victoria" this afternoon. It is
only a sketch, and the part dealing with the widowhood (40
years) is really too outliny. The style seems artificial often,
and the brilliance sometimes fails. Still the thing is on the
whole very brilliant and very readable. It has real imagination
throughout, and is generally judicious. The restraint of the
continual irony is extremely effective. In brief, this book is truly
a great lark.
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